List of Members: GILISC

1. Akaki Tsereteli State University
2. Alte University
3. Batumi Art Teaching University
4. Batumi Navigation Teaching University
5. Batumi Shota Rustaveli State University
6. Batumi State Maritime Academy
7. British Teaching University in Georgia
8. Business and Technology University
9. Caucasus International University
10. Caucasus University
11. David Aghmashenebeli National Defence Academy
12. David Agmashenebeli University of Georgia
13. David Tvardiani Medical University
14. East European University
15. European University
16. Free Academy of Tbilisi
17. Georgian American University (GAU)
18. Georgian Aviation University
19. Georgian Comparative Literature Association (GCLA)
20. Georgian National Centre of Manuscripts
21. Georgian Patriarchate Saint Tbel Abuserisdze Teaching University
22. Georgian Science and Society Development Foundation "Intellect"
23. Georgian state teaching university of physical education and sport
24. Georgian Technical University
25. GIPA – Georgian Institute of Public Affairs
26. Gori State Teaching University
27. Guram Tavartkiladze Tbilisi Teaching University
28. Iakob Gogebashvili Telavi State University
29. Ilia State University
30. International Black Sea University
31. International Teaching University of Management and Communication „ALTERBRIDGE “ LLC
32. International University of Tbilisi
33. Ivane Beritashvili Center of Experimental Biomedicine
34. Kutaisi Ilia Tchavchavadze Public Library
35. Kutaisi International University
36. LTD East-West Teaching University
37. LTD Kutaisi University
38. National Archives of Georgia
39. National University of Georgia (SEU)
40. New Higher Education Institute
41. New Vision University (NVU)
42. Patriarchate of Georgia Saint King Tamar University
43. Samtskhe-Javakheti State Teaching University
44. Shota Meskhia Zugdidi State Teaching University
45. Shota Rustaveli Institute of Georgian Literature
46. Shota Rustaveli Theatre and Film Georgia State University
47. Sokhumi State University
48. St. Andrews Patriarchate Georgian University
49. Tbilisi Humanitarian Teaching University
50. Tbilisi State Academy of Arts
51. Tbilisi State Medical University
52. Tskhum-Abkhazian Academy of Sciences
53. TSU Institute of Classical, Byzantine and Modern Greek Studies
54. TSU Institute of Gender Studies
55. TSU National Science Library